
Pagecloud AI
Introducing Pagecloud AI! A faster way to create content and write your web copy. With the

help of AI, you can create blog post and website copy in just a few clicks. Get help with

spelling and grammar, rewording text, changing text tone to match your audience, and much

more.

Pagecloud AI is currently released in beta. During the beta period, the AI features are

free. Using AI may be subject to cost after the beta period.

Use Pagecloud AI inside your website
editor
You can use AI directly inside your page editor to help edit, enhance, and improve your

copy. 

Note: AI can only be used on text inside an Auto Column 

To begin, click on the text box you want to edit, and click the sparkles .

Fix spelling and grammar 
Pagecloud AI is great at fixing spelling and grammar. To fix this:

1. Select the text box that has the text you want to change.

2. Click on the Control strip with the sparkle icon

3. Select Fix spelling and grammar.

4. Pagecloud AI will fix your text, it may take a few moments.

If you are not happy with the outcome you can use Undo to go back to the original text.

Make text shorter 
Decreases word count to make the text more concise by approximately half. If the text is
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already short, the AI will suggest alternative text.

To change the make the text shorter:

1. Select the text box that has the text you want to change.

2. Click on the Control strip with the sparkle icon

3. Select Make shorter.

4. Pagecloud AI will make your text shorter, it may take a few moments.

If you are not happy with the outcome you can use Undo to go back to the original text.

Make text longer 
Increases the word count of the text box by approximately 50%.

To change the make the text longer:

1. Select the text box that has the text you want to change.

2. Click on the Control strip with the sparkle icon

3. Select Make longer.

4. Pagecloud AI will make your text longer, it may take a few moments.

If you are not happy with the outcome you can use Undo to go back to the original text.

Change the tone of text
Tone is the author's attitude expressed through words, sentences, and style, shaping how

readers perceive the message. Often website content will be written in a consistent tone

providing a consistent experience for your site visitors. Pagecloud AI can create and rewrite

content in a variety of different tones, see the FAQs at the bottom of this article for a list of

tones.

To change the tone of some text:

1. Select the text box that has the text you want to change.

2. Click on the Control strip with the sparkle icon

3. Select Change Tone.

4. The AI Chat window will open.

5. Choose from the list of available tones. 



6. AI will re-generate your text in your selected tone.

7. You can then start over, generate more options, change the tone, or cancel.

8. When you are done close the chat window.

If you are not happy with the outcome you can use Undo to go back to the original text.

Simplify language 
Pagecloud AI can simplify the selected text to a lower reading level make it easier to read.

To Simplify the language of some text:

1. Select the text box that has the text you want to change.

2. Click on the Control strip with the sparkle icon

3. Select Simplify language.

4. Pagecloud AI will simplify your text, it may take a few moments.

If you are not happy with the outcome you can use Undo to go back to the original text.

Explain this (summarize)
Pagecloud AI can create a helpful, easy to understand explanation/summary of the selected

text. 

To ask Pagecloud AI to explain something:

1. Select the text box that has the text you want to change.

2. Click on the Control strip with the sparkle icon

3. Select Explain this.

4. The Pagecloud AI chat window will open.

5. The Pagecloud AI will give you a summary of the text.

6. Optional, you can add the summary to the page, start over, or generate more options. 

Suggest alternatives
Looking for a fresh take on some content? Pagecloud AI can suggest several alternative

options for your text.



To ask Pagecloud AI to suggest alternatives:

1. Select the text box that has the text you want to change.

2. Click on the Control strip with the sparkle icon

3. Select Suggest alternatives.

4. The Pagecloud AI chat window will open.

5. First you will be asked to choose a the tone the AI should use when writing.

6. Select your tone and Continue.

7. Optional, you can tell the AI to include keywords or key-phrases you would like to
include in the text.  Great for improving your SEO. If you don't have any you can Skip
ahead.

8. Pagecloud AI will now create some suggestions that you can choose from. This may take
a few moments.

9. Choose the option you like best. Tip: you can click each one to preview the text in the
editor.

10. You can start over, generate more options, change the tone, or cancel.

11. When you are done close the chat window.

If you are not happy with the outcome you can use Undo to go back to the original text.

Use AI in your blog editor
You can use AI in your blog editor to help you write your blog posts! 

Create new content
Add new sections of content to start or enhance your blog post.

To create new blog content: 

1. Start a new paragraph

2. Click the + button.

3. Click "Ask AI to write" to open the AI chat window and get started.

4. Choose what you would like to add the click Continue:
New heading and paragraph



New paragraph

New heading

5. Next you will be prompted to choose a content length.

6. Choose a tone for your content.

7. 10-12 word description of the content you would like to create.

8. Pagecloud AI will now create some suggestions that you can choose from. This may take
a few moments.

9. Choose the option you like best. Tip: you can click each one to preview the text in the
editor.

10. You can start over, generate more options, change the tone, or cancel.

11. When you are done close the chat window.

If you are not happy with the outcome you can use Undo to go back to the original text.

Edit or improve existing content
To edit existing blog content, highlight the text you want to edit and click the sparkles .

Reword selection
Looking for a fresh take on some content? Pagecloud AI can suggest several alternative

options for your text.

To ask Pagecloud AI to suggest alternatives:

1. Highlight the text that has the text you want to change.

2. Click on the Control strip with the sparkle icon

3. Select Reword selection.

4. The Pagecloud AI chat window will open.

5. First you will be asked to choose a the tone the AI should use when writing.

6. Optional, you can ask the AI to include keywords or key-phrases you would like to
include in the text.  Great for improving your SEO. If you don't have any you can Skip
ahead.

7. Pagecloud AI will now create some suggestions that you can choose from. This may take



a few moments.

8. Choose the option you like best. Tip: you can click each one to preview the text in the
editor.

9. You can start over, generate more options, change the tone, or cancel.

10. When you are done close the chat window.

If you are not happy with the outcome you can use Undo to go back to the original text.

Change tone
Tone is the author's attitude expressed through words, sentences, and style, shaping how

readers perceive the message. Often website content will be written in a consistent tone

providing a consistent experience for your site visitors. Pagecloud AI can create and rewrite

content in a variety of different tones, see the FAQs at the bottom of this article for a list of

tones.

To change the tone of some text:

1. Highlight the text that has the text you want to change.

2. Click on the Control strip with the sparkle icon

3. Select Change Tone.

4. The AI Chat window will open.

5. Choose from the list of available tones. 

6. AI will re-generate your text in your selected tone.

7. You can then start over, generate more options, change the tone, or cancel.

8. When you are done close the chat window.

If you are not happy with the outcome you can use Undo to go back to the original text.

Simplify language 
Pagecloud AI can simplify the selected text to a lower reading level make it easier to read.

To Simplify the language of some text:

1. Highlight the text you want to simplify.

2. Click on the Control strip with the sparkle icon

3. Select Simplify language.



4. Pagecloud AI will simplify your text, it may take a few moments.

If you are not happy with the outcome you can use Undo to go back to the original text.

Make shorter 
Decreases word count to make the text more concise by approximately half. If the text is

already short, the AI will suggest alternative text.

To change the make the text shorter:

1. Highlight the text you want to change.

2. Click on the Control strip with the sparkle icon

3. Select Make shorter.

4. Pagecloud AI will make your text shorter, it may take a few moments.

If you are not happy with the outcome you can use Undo to go back to the original text.

Make longer 
Increases the word count of the text box by approximately 50%.

To change the make the text longer:

1. Highlight the text you want to change.

2. Click on the Control strip with the sparkle icon

3. Select Make longer.

4. Pagecloud AI will make your text longer, it may take a few moments.

If you are not happy with the outcome you can use Undo to go back to the original text.

Frequently Asked Questions

What are the different types of Tones?



Casual: A casual tone is informal and relaxed, like how you might talk to a friend. It can be

used in writing or speaking to create a sense of approachability and friendliness.

Enthusiastic: An enthusiastic tone is upbeat and energetic, often used to convey excitement

or passion about a topic. It can be contagious and inspire others to feel the same way.

Informative: An informative tone is straightforward and factual, often used to convey

information without bias or emotion. It is useful for teaching or explaining a subject or topic.

Inspirational: An inspirational tone is uplifting and motivating, often used to encourage and

inspire the audience to achieve their goals or reach their full potential. It can be empowering

and help people overcome challenges.

Humorous: A humorous tone is amusing or entertaining, often used to create a lighthearted

and playful atmosphere. It can make people feel relaxed and happy.

Friendly: A friendly tone is warm and approachable, often used to create a sense of ease and

friendliness with the audience. It can help build trust and rapport with others.

Persuasive: A persuasive tone is convincing and compelling, often used to persuade the

audience to adopt a particular viewpoint or take a certain action. It can be used in

advertising, political speeches, or debates.

Professional: A professional tone is businesslike and authoritative, often used in formal or

corporate settings. It is respectful and follows accepted standards of conduct.

Sarcastic: A sarcastic tone is ironic or mocking, often used to express the opposite of what

is actually meant. It can be humorous but also rude or insulting if used inappropriately.

Storytelling: A storytelling tone is narrative and descriptive, often used to convey a story or

anecdote in a compelling and engaging manner. It can capture the imagination and draw

people into the story.

What languages are supported?

Pagecloud AI will do it's best to match the language of the source text when doing tasks like

rewording, simplifying and changing tone.  When creating new text Pagecloud AI currently

defaults to English, more support will be coming soon.

The following languages are supported.



English

Spanish (español)

French (français)

German (Deutsch)

Italian (italiano)

Portuguese (português)

Dutch (Nederlands)

Russian (русский)

Chinese (��)

1Japanese (���)

Korean (���)

Arabic ( ةيبرعلا )

Hindi ( )

Bengali ( )

Vietnamese (Tiếng Việt)

Indonesian (Bahasa Indonesia)

Turkish (Türkçe)

Polish (polski)

Swedish (svenska)

Norwegian (norsk)

Danish (dansk)

Finnish (suomi)

Greek (ελληνɩκά)

Czech (čeština)

Thai ( )

Hebrew ( תיִרְבִע )

Romanian (română)

Hungarian (magyar)

Ukrainian (українська)

Catalan (català)



While Pagecloud AI can generate content in these languages, the quality and accuracy may

vary depending on the language and the specific task or topic. It's always a good idea to

proofread and review the generated content for any language-specific nuances or errors.

Does Pagecloud AI use ChatGPT?

Yes Pagecloud AI uses ChatGPT.

Sometimes I get an error

Sometimes things take too long or ChatGPT may be experiencing some delays. If this

happens a few times in a row please wait a little while and try again later.


